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About This Game

A dragon, a giant eye and the grim reaper confront you using fireballs, lasers and sickles. What do you do?

A) Say the game is unfair because you die with a single hit and there are no weak enemies and then cry with your mama; or
B) Dodge all this bullet hell and destroy the enemies in 30 seconds because you are a real gamer!

Phoenix Force is a shoot 'em up about a group of phoenixes that fight big and strong mythological creatures in over 100 levels.
It takes the boss battle as the foundation for every level, creating engaging and challenging fast battles that will require your best

strategies and reflexes.

The game starts a long time ago, when Earth was hit by meteors and everything burned to ashes. The Phoenix of Fire, Fury, was
the first to reborn, and found the world full of monsters, the bosses, and rescued the other Phoenixes: Cryo of Ice, Tupã of

Thunder, Gaia of Earth and Gast of Ghost. Together they are the Phoenix Force and they have to travel all the continents of our
world in a journey to eliminate all the bosses in 100 really challenging battles.

Are you skilled enough to prove yourself the best?
This shmup will show you no mercy!
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completed in one evening, ablolutly not worth the money.. For five bucks, this game is well designed, but it gets boring pretty
quickly. I like it, and it's pretty fun to just mess around with the power ups.

However, if you're looking to get tons of hours out of this game, you probably won't.. This game was extremely dark I couldn't
see anything at all while playing. Did I miss a flashlight somewhere? I felt like I was stumbling in the dark, it was very
frustrating.

This for me was a Cash Crab game.. I'm a huge fan of the original Painkiller and just wanted more, but oh boy was I
dissapointed. The large, more open levels are a nice touch, if they load that is. Level 4 doesn't load at all and level 6 if you're
lucky. There is a new gun (basically an upgraded stake gun) that is fun to use, but the textures on it just look plain ugly. This one
can be safely skipped.. the number of smug faces in this game is insane
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There's a turkey hunter mode, and that's about all you need to know.. really good puzzles and fortunately is better than number 1
10/10 this one. One of the best games I've played so far, in all my life. For a text game it's a wonderful experience, really! Kind
of reminds me of my days playing table-top rpg with my friends. I think the previous one is better. I didn't like what they did
with some of the characters on the sequel, but still, it's the developers and writers choice, and it's very understandable. It's a
wonderful game I recomend to you all.
9/10. One of my favorite board games. Not bad version for $10, but network errors which kill local vs AI games... major ow. I
cannot give a thumbs up until that is fixed. Noticed a few other weird bugs as well, e.g. I did a terraform + build action,
forgetting I already had max dwellings out, but the game still asked then let me pay the 1w2c, and didn't place a dwelling. Oops..
great game, it is sort of a mix between a classic jrpg and PSP\/PS2 rpg. You are looking at around 10-12 hours of story
gameplay so for the base game the price it is more than acceptable. If it's on sale then it's a no brainer and GET IT.

the base game is split in two arcs.

the first arc is fetch questing. But unlike modern rpgs the game does not hold your hand what to get and where. Like classic rpgs
the game may give you a hint , but mostly you need to interact with everything and figure it out on your own.

the second arc is all about dungeon crawling and this is where the true beauty and story in this game lies.
the combat is fairly simply yet unforgiving. The combat is in real time where you can choose between attacking, guarding and
dodging. If you guard at the correct time you perform a parry which lets you use a skill or use items. so if you decide to spam
attacks only dont look weird if you get oneshot by an enemy attack\/skill. Enemy attacks are colour coded just like your combat
options that should explain enough oh the combat works.

Just like any rpgs you are expected to grind some xp and gear from bosses before you tackle the next floor.

The DLC has no english translation yet ont he moment this review is written so I can't comment on that yet.

Pro's
cute low poly graphics
great music
Japanese voice acting for some characters
act one is full of jokes
act two has a great story

Con's
no ingame video\/audio settings whatsoever apart from screen size.
act one can be boring\/frustrating if you miss a clue.. This locomotive is amazing! Like really good. One of the best steam locos
I've seen from DTG in a long time. Here's what I think in detail.

PROS-
Very detailed model
The whistle is just beautiful
The new controls (steam heat compressor, turbo compressor etc) all work really well just like a real steam loco
Has great sounds.
Very very very high response braking

CONS-
The reverser is glitches and will sometimes accelerate when in 0%
The chuffing sounds don't really sounds very well until you reach about 30mph
Very prone to wheelslip

In total I think this is an amazing loco.nI have created a scenario for it so check that out when possible

Out of 10? This deserves a juicy 9!!
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